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Land grabs occurred in many places in Cambodia since early 2000s.
Following the end of armed conflicts with resistance groups in late
1990s, the Cambodian government adopted ‘neoliberal’ economic
strategy in order to promote ‘market activities’ with an expectation for
faster growth and development in the country. Land, then, has become
the ‘primary means’ of the government to attract foreign direct
investment and local business people to invest in agro-industries, real
estates, constructions of hotels, resorts and ports. Land concession and
many forms of incentives were launched in following years. Rampant
land grabs also started to occur since then. For about fifteen years, a
large number of people lost homes and farms – the only things they
have owned since the fall of the Pol Pot’s regime of “Killing Fields” in
1979. As observed, this becomes one of the root causes of poverty in the country today, resulting in mass
migration of villagers from their birth places to look for jobs in cities and other countries in the region.
Despite many legal complaints and protest actions against violations and evictions of people (from their
lands, their homes and farms) have been conducted by affected people and many Cambodian general
public, but no real solutions have been provided for the victims. Although a ‘land law’ was made in
2001, a ‘sub-decree of state land management’ was passed in 2005, and a committee was created in the
same year to deal with land disputes for the people, but land grabs and violent disputes still exist in a
large scale. The aim of my paper is to explore the recent phenomenon of land grab in Cambodia. It seeks
to answer two main questions: 1) how the land was grabbed? What makes it possible for the land to be
grabbed? 2) How do people resist against the violations? This part will also examine ‘what are the
consequences of their resistance’? This paper bases on data I collected from fieldwork interviews with
people in different affected communities since 2009. It also bases on documentary data, and my personal
observations, discussions and exchanges with different scholars and researchers in a number of
workshops and conferences on land issues in Cambodia since 2005.
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